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London – February 19, 2024 – Renowned American ghost writer William Mills presents readers with a 

reprint of his first work entitled The Creator's Mind, first written and published in 1999. The first edition 

published by Scheiwiller shortly before its closure is now unobtainable. The new edition of Mills' translation 

of the book Genesis into the Sêmit language is enriched by a dialogue between two generative artificial 

intelligences on the nature of language. 

 

 

The Creator's Mind presents a captivating narrative that blends the linguistic elements of Semitic languages, 

including Aramaic whispers, Hebrew roots, and Arabic expressions. Through Sêmit, readers are immersed in 

a rich cultural mosaic that reflects the author's linguistic prowess and celebrates the diversity of Semitic 

heritage. 

In this reissued edition, Mills invites readers to explore the sacred origins of an inclusive linguistic texture that 

testifies to the power of the verb. The book not only showcases Mills' engaging narrative style but also offers 

a profound intellectual journey that resonates with the history of ancient texts. 

The Creator's Mind is a must-have addition to any collection, inviting readers to delve into the depths of 

Semitic languages and rediscover the timeless wisdom of Genesis through a new linguistic viewpoint. 

About the Author 

William Mills was born in New York in 1965. He made his debut as a writer in 1999, with this experiment in 

rewriting the first book of the Pentateuch in Sêmit, a language he invented. Mills is a professional ghost 

writer and is known for his engaging narrative style and his ability to combine science and fantasy. He lives 

and works in Switzerland. 

About the book 

The Creator’s Mind published by Hanse Media – Culture Series is available on Amazon and in major 

bookstores. 
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